Today's TV highlights
The day's best TV programmes on BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Channel 5, Freeview, Freesat, Sky and cable as chosen by the Telegraph's critics.

CRITIC'S CHOICE: Natural World: The Woman Who Swims with Killer Whales
BBC Two, 8.00pm
“Dr Ingrid Visser isn’t well known, but on this evidence she belongs in the ranks of Diann Fossey and Jane Goodall, women who have devoted their lives to animals. Tonight’s penultimate episode of the series introduces us to Visser, whose obsession is with New Zealand orca, or killer whales. Though a single blow from an orca’s tail could kill her, she swims and plays with them, a risk she says is worth taking in order to learn about what is killing off her country’s remaining 200 orca.”

TV critic Vicki Power
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